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RACEWAY RULES 2014
RIDERS ARE REQUESTED, PLEASE :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Sign in when you arrive at the meeting.
Do not drive at speed through the pit area or outside the stadium. Speed limit is walking pace.
Ensure your minimoto is scrutineered before practicing or racing.
Ensure your helmet and all clothing is secure before entering the track.
Riders must not increase speed on the rolling lap, and must maintain the correct distance between other
riders until the green light / flag is shown, starting the race.
6. If a rider goes onto the in field, the rider must not spin the wheels damaging the football pitch. The rider
must NOT rejoin the race at speed from the infield.
7. A rider must obey track officials at all times.
8. Deliberate side swiping, bad riding, or unsportsman like conduct is not permitted.
9. A rider is responsible for his mechanics actions, and may be disciplined for offences which take place on
or off the track.
10. Onchan Raceway is committed to promote the safe riding of Minimotos, please ride with care.
11. Riders / mechanics not obeying raceway rules will be banned from future events.
12. Any complaints, appeals or comments regarding racing or the meetings must be channelled through the
Clerk of the Course.
13. No outside assistance from other riders or mechanics is allowed once the minimotos enter the track .
14. Minimotos must be wheeled / pushed to the holding area, NO RIDING IN PIT AREA.
FLAG SIGNALS

LIGHT SIGNALS

DEFINITION

Green

Green

Start of race / continue racing
Caution, local incident – continue racing –

Static Yellow
Waved Yellow

Flashing Yellow

Major incident, slow to walking pace behind
the leader and be prepared to stop.
DO NOT CHANGE POSITION

Red

Red

STOP racing immediately

Chequered

Leader has completed race distance. Continue
Racing until the Red flag / light is shown.

Blue

Caution Faster riders approaching from behind
Hold your line.

(waved)

